RESUBMITTING PROJECT
PROJECTDOX 9.2
ProjectDox Dashboard
The dashboard will show any tasks that need to be completed by the user. Click open to
respond to required corrections.

This will open the Respond and Resubmit Window. The highlighted area below indicates
how many unresolved issues the plan set has, how many informational only comments
there are and how many sheets have markings on them. Clicking on Review Comments
button will open the Comments Window.

The Comment Window will indicated outstanding issues with the plans submitted.
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1. The status of the comment will indicate if it is informational only, an unresolved issue, or a previous issue that has been resolved.
2. The review department and comment will appear in these areas. Sometimes a markup will appear
on the plans to better indicate the issue(s).
3. Applicant’s responses must be entered into the comment boxes.

Click upload
drawings if any
additional
drawings need to
be updated.

A new window will pop up asking you to upload drawings. Please make sure you follow the
file naming standards as outlined in the ProjectDox Naming Standards document issued by
the City of Rockford. Files can be selected by dragging them into the blank space as
indicated by the arrow below or by clicking Browse For Files and selecting files from there.

Drag files here

File color coordinates
with the highlighted
chart below. Orange
indicates it is a brand
new file being uploaded, Blue indicates the
file being uploaded is
a new version of a file
already uploaded and
Red indicates the file
has already been uploaded and has no
changes.

Once all files
are selected,
click the
“Start
Upload”
button in the
top right
corner.

Once all files have been uploaded and comments answered, confirm that the
task is complete by marking the checkboxes in step 3 as indicated below
and then clicking submit.

FAQ
Q: How long will the additional review process take?

A: The review cycle should be completed within 5 calendar days from the date the project became
available for review.
Q: Will I be notified once the review is completed?
A: Once a full review cycle has been completed, the applicant will receive an automatic email
notification.

